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D
uring the last week of July, I travelled
around the Eastern Region meeting up
with 19 managers, representing a total of

52 facilities.
The primary objectives of the tour were two-

fold – firstly to raise awareness of the ISRM and
secondly to receive feedback and ensure managers
were fully aware of all the resources available to
them through the ISRM.

Outcomes and observations  
Before my visit to the East, we at head office had
identified that our organisation was very under-
represented in this area. We felt the best way to
address this was to develop the ISRM Higher
Professional Diploma (HPD) programme there.
After a couple of visits it became apparent that
the training and development needs were much
more appropriate to the ISRM Supervisory
Management Certificate (SMC). As a result 17
out of the 19 managers that I saw said they would
support the course if it were run locally. Of these,
eight were keen to run the course in-house. Those
that identified that they either did not have the
skills to run the course in-house or just did not
have the time were keen to support courses being
run both in neighbouring centres and in colleges.

The challenge now is to train those people
identified as possible trainers, and begin the courses.
For students completing the ISRM SMC, a natural
progression will be to study the ISRM/City & Guilds
HPD, which will hopefully lead to enough numbers
to run the course in colleges (where presently there
are insufficient numbers to support a course). This
is essential to ensure sport achieves its potential in
society and that skills and standards within the
industry are improved.

Throughout all my visits, valuable feedback
was given to me about ISRM products and

services, all of which I will respond to individually.
Collectively, this feedback has given me an
opportunity to develop products and services
(some in a bespoke manner) to address the needs
of industry, rather than developing it and then
seeing who will buy it.

Relationships
By the nature of my visits, I have made many new
contacts, which I hope will be mutually beneficial
to both parties, and I hope this has shown that
the ISRM is an organisation that wants to listen
to and support people that work in the sport and
recreation industry.

Investment
Across all the centres I visited (not including
Center Parcs, which has had significant
investment recently due to the fire), a total of
£10.5m was being currently invested in the
facilities. I think this is a very encouraging sign
that sport and recreation are rising up on the
agenda.

Sharing ideas
During my visits I asked each manager to tell me
about something of which they were really proud,
or something they thought represented originality
or ingenuity. The responses I had were impressive.
I would like to share some of these ideas and
systems with you:

Paradise Sports Centre – Ely
The manager at the Paradise Centre had,
following the London bombings, implemented a
‘Tell off the Terrorist’ campaign. Part of the
campaign involved local Muslims inviting the
public to come and view their prayer sessions at
the centre, and to hang around afterwards to ask

questions about the Islamic faith and its
connection to the bombings.
For details contact 
paradisecentre@supanet.com

College of West Anglia – King’s Lynn
Now a ‘centre of excellence for sport’, the college
has taken over the running of a local authority
sports complex on its campus. It is used to give
sport and recreation students experience and on-
the-job training. The results of this have been very
well attended courses, a unique opportunity to
work and study at the same time and increased
profitability for the sports complex – a complete
win-win for everyone.
For details, contact 
mreavell@col-westanglia.ac.uk

Crown Pools – Ipswich
Sporting rewards is a scheme that was introduced
in January 2002, following a review of the existing
marketing plan, which highlighted that junior
swimming was in decline. Although the team was
keen to promote junior swimming, it also wanted
a scheme that would address wider issues, such
as life-long learning, social inclusion and
participation in sport. The idea was to provide
local schools with free rewards, in the form of
swimming vouchers, that they could give to
children with the aim of helping to raise standards
and/or to motivate participation in sport.
Originally the scheme was run as a pilot, with just
10 schools, and after the initial success, the scheme
was expanded and offered to all primary schools.
In the last term, summer 2004, there were 39
schools included. It was also intended to broaden
the scheme to include other junior activities, if it
proved a success.

The original aims of the scheme were to
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promote junior swims/junior activities, to actively
encourage children to participate in
swimming/sport by rewarding their achievements
in school, and raising standards in schools, using
sport as a tool

After running the scheme as a pilot for two
terms, redemption results were at 17 per cent,
which was felt to be quite good. There was also a
lot of positive feedback from the 10 schools
involved. Therefore, it was felt that the scheme
should be widened to include many other junior
activities, such as trampolining, football, sport
schemes etc and also offer it to all 40 primary
schools within the catchment area.

Following a review of the scheme in July 2003,
the team identified that the redemption results
were averaging 15 per cent and that additional
admissions were generating valuable income.
Therefore, it was decided to develop the scheme
further by providing each child with a month’s
free I-card, rather than one single activity. The
aim of this was to provide a real opportunity for
participation in sport to become habitual.

It also provided an opportunity to target the
parents of junior users with the aim of promoting
Ipswich’s monthly junior I-card.
For details, contact
colin.grogan@ipswich.gov.uk

Tendring District Council – 
Clacton-on-Sea
The borough runs a very successful over-50s
activity programme, called the ‘Active 4 Life Club’.
The success of the club has been put down to the
fact that the participants run their own club. They
are given a budget every year to work to, and have
really taken ownership. It seems as though the
club is no longer seen as something the council
is putting on to try and boost numbers, but as a

group where friends can meet, and is run by
friends. The club has gone from strength to
strength and now arranges their own trips to the
theatre, shopping and other events.
For details, contact 
kharkin@tendringdc.gov.uk

Fitness Express – Norwich
Fitness Express now operates 26 health clubs up
and down the country, and is very proud of its
training and development (now carried out by
an associated company called ‘Rising Stars’). The
company’s record is indeed impressive, with 25
out of its 26 managers having been promoted
from within. Fitness Express currently has 60 of
its 120 staff studying for NVQs. This investment
in the staff appears to have a very positive affect
on the loyalty and camaraderie of the staff – and
the support between sites is unrivalled anywhere
else that I have seen. Dave Courteen, Fitness
Express’s MD, commented that the training
programme is only successful because the training
and internal development ethos is an integral part
of the organisation. Training is always very high
on the agenda at management meetings.
For details, contact
Lauren@reachyourfullpotential.co.uk

Hudson Centre – Wisbech
This certainly is a pro-active centre. The centre
manager, Gill Twell, took great pleasure in
informing me that the centre had recently
achieved OFSTED accreditation for its crèche.
The Hudson had also recently take part in the
ISRM’s National Pool Safety Award (NPSA). Gill
said she found it very useful and was keen to
demonstrate to her customers that the centre was
being operated to the highest standards.

Gill also takes the training of her staff very

seriously to the extent that once a year, every year,
she closes this busy centre completely to carry out
all statutory training. This is not something I had
come across before, but it worked well for the
centre and resulted in only positive feedback from
customers.

Gill had initiated a unique pay structure for
lifeguards, under which she pays them between
50 and 75 per cent more than the average pay for
lifeguards. I’m sure this is something we’ve all
wanted to do at one time or another, but have
bowed to the pressure of financial control. I asked
her how this had affected staff retention, to which
she replied that it was excellent. She had people
queuing up for shifts, and a waiting list of staff
that wanted to work there. When questioned
about sickness, Gill showed me another very
effective system she used, known as the ‘Bradford
Scoring System’. It is, as it says, a scoring system
for sickness, which elevates people into different
levels of alert that start with a ‘back to work’
interview with a supervisor, followed on the next
level by a meeting with a line manager.At the final
‘red’ level, staff have a meeting with the centre
manager, which can result in disciplinary
procedures being implemented. It seemed to
work very well and is a tried and tested system.
For details, contact 
g.twell@fenland.gov.uk

Center Parcs – Elveden Forest
Center Parcs has many impressive systems and
facilities, but from an operational point of view
I would like to highlight the cutting-edge pool
plant systems in place. Because of the size of the
facility (18 pools/maximum bather load of 1,200)
it is imperative that the pool manager has
complete control over the plant. Elveden now has
a software package that allows the pool manager
to access pool/air readings from any computer on
the park. Set points and adjustments can also be
made sitting at a computer, and valves and vents
can be adjusted and reports can be printed. No
big deal I hear you say, but the system will also
page the pool manager at any point when a
reading goes out of its parameters and into alarm.
The problem can then be rectified before things
get out of control.

How many times have you been lying awake at
night unable to sleep because you can’t remember
if you closed the backwash valve? Well, with this
system, in the event of a ‘critical alarm’, the
computer initiates a call to the ‘on duty’ technical
services manager’s mobile phone, informing him
of the problem. Once again the problem is solved
before it becomes a problem. The system is Dutch
and very forward thinking.
For details, contact
sean.murphy@centerparcs.co.uk

Conclusion
I hope you found some of these ideas interesting,
as I certainly did. If you would like to comment
on any issue in this article or would like a visit
during my tour, please contact me on
i.wakefield@isrm.co.uk. ●

SOLUTIONS

Center Parcs, Elveden Forest, Thetford.
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